Focusing on
the Essentials.

Framed formwork Framini –
the lightweight handset formwork.
Dokaflex 1-2-4

Dokaflex 20

Easy-to-use floor-slab formwork with integrated 'set-up logic'

Customized floor-slab formwork with optimized
commissioning quantities
The Formwork Experts.

Framini – focusing on the essentials
The sturdy handset formwork that’s easy to use and ideal for fast, crane-independent forming.

Cost efficient
thanks to its universal applicability
 universally suitable for wall, column and foundation
applications
 reduced fitting area as a result of its modular design
with a 5cm increment grid
 optimised workflows thanks to either manual or crane
handling

Time efficient
owing to fast, crane-independent forming
 crane-independent workflows due to lightweight handset
system and integrated ergonomic handles
 easy handling thanks to rapidly connecting panels
(using Framini clips) and simple adaption to uneven ground
(with Frami clamps)
 fast working due to low panel weight (29kg/m2) and no need
for additional alignment profiles
 faster pouring thanks to high permitted concrete pressure
(up to 50kN/m2 used as wall formwork and up to 75kN/m2
used as column formwork)

Even columns with complex geometry can be easily formed

Designed for durability
thanks to a strong panel frame
Fast forming of walls thanks to simple handling
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Universal panels for columns with 5 cm grid
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Standard panels with 5 cm logical system grid for perfect adaptability
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 sturdy framed panels ensure a high number of re-uses
 highly durable thanks to its rigid frame profiles

